
 

Single Player Project - DayZ AI Server Pack For LAN
Game Hack

--DayZ Training Missions. Generic Dayz start, load screen and shooting.
You can change the difficutly by changing the difficulty value in the
'DayZ.ini'. There is also an Advanced Dayz that is a true test of the

player's skill.Needs more work for basic survival, but getting a game
like vanilla Dayz is pretty easy. The 'Aftermath' or 'Post Dayz' scenes

are also in the preview. Easy to add your own, and customizable.
--Dynamic dayz when you log in, based off where you are physically. If
you're in a forest you go to the forest, if you're in a swamp you go to
the swamp. It's similar to a plugin, but dynamic, and intended for use
on multiplayer servers. Needs more work to limit it to the current map

areas, but it's a work in progress. --Potentially for later:New Dayz Game
and Dayz Random Map generation. The mod has been scripted to have

access to the Dayz 2.0 'entities' which have code to'seed' new Dayz
maps and Dayz game for players, but this could allow players to see

what the map is, and take advantage. In testing, it is very, very, very,
slow. Some people have reported many vanilla-like 'noise' in the game

with this without even having Dayz Control Center installed, though
how to resolve that problem is unclear at this time. The mod itself has
no garuntees as to when it will be completed, but a lot of people use,
and will use, it, and it's very useful if you want or need to get a Dayz

server up and running for LAN play. --Random spawns for LAN players,
based on certain variables such as 'kill' or 'nuke' level, pick a map, etc.
One of the first items I would like to work on for this is a working spawn
limit, for when the Dayz AI finally kicks in and throws players on to the
servers it is using. If you don't know where you are, how will you know
where you will want to go. It's an old problem with multiplayer games,

not Dayz exactly, but to achieve its full 'Dayz' potential with the AI
mod, this 'feature' needs to be ironed out.
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(hosted or single player),
and plays the appropriate
sound. if you are using a

dedicated server, the
module also triggers the
dedicated server to start
and stop the game. once
the game is started, the
city detection module
detects other players'
games on the host lan,

using either mzlan-zmc to
detect mzlan games, or
the game's own network

packet detection to
detect the lan games. a

simple concept the
missions module detects
the location of the player
and generates missions

to achieve a defined goal.
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for instance, a player (or
a dedicated server) could

have the mission to
"survive", which could be
done by planting a farm,

killing zombies with a
hunting bow, finding a
farm house, etc. the

module provides the user
with a menu of available

missions and will
automatically detect

which mission goal can
be achieved. for instance,
if the player detects he is
in a zombie infested city

and needs to plant a
farm, he would not be

able to achieve a mission
goal of "survive". massive
replayability the map can
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be freely configured with
the uac mission planner.
four "missions goals" are

predefined : survival,
survival and farming,

scavenge and farming,
rest. quality of life
improvements the

mission module also
includes several other

features : mission names
mission names can be

changed to suit the
survivors needs. the

mission module offers
several text fields on the
mission menu, which can

be customized.
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